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tags are not supported at this time index In
particular, the and tags are not parsed, and

the page is just redirected to itself. A:
Possible Solutions You can simply redirect
users to a main page that gives them the

automated message, as you can see in the
answer to this question. Alternatively, you
can set some meta tags on the page itself,

such as a title or the html content-type.
Issues with /header.php and /footer.php You

can't use /header.php or /footer.php files
outside of the root directory of a website for
several reasons. They're not typically found

outside of the root of your site. You can find a
list of more common directories that the web

server may scan here. They can't have
the.php extension since the file extension is

in the document itself, not the content.
Putting their content into the files outside of
the root directory is fine, as long as you put
the correct HTML comments around it. The

directives are standard on the server, so the
HTML itself is also standard, meaning it
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should be readable by search engines.
There's no reason why you can't just put the

files inside your root directory, but it's
preferable if you do these for any reasons.

They would probably just be displayed in your
source code, so no one would actually be able

to view them unless they knew to look for
them. Common misspellings and the

/page_dir/index.php files If you try accessing
the website using the wrong domain, for

example, a custom domain or a host, then
you're likely to be presented with a page

saying that the page that was intended isn't
found. The reason for this is the same as the

issues with putting the files outside of the
root directory. The web server checks every
page it gets from the directory and is able to

match them up with the document type. If the
URL doesn't include that file name, then the
file isn't found. If you're having issues with
this particular URL on a custom domain or

host, it would be best to just make sure that
you
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